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 MIRIAM LASKIN

INTRODUCTION
Welcome, dear readers, to issue 17 of ¡Escriba!/Write!, Hostos Library’s annual student
literary and art journal. We always start with a reminder to ALL Hostos CC students: you can
submit your work (in any language) and showcase your creativity in writing, photography and any
other kind of art. Writing can include essays you’ve done for a class assignment and the same goes
for your art work. We publish this journal in print and online at our Escriba website:
http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/escriba/. You can submit your work any time during the Fall and
Spring semesters by send it to mlaskin@hostos.cuny.edu
This issue includes the award-winning fiction of Warley Johnson
(“Iris” and “Iris Enters the Zoo”). And the award-winning artwork of Farhana Hussen adds beauty
to Escriba, just as her piece “Wonderland” graces the cover.
We have all kinds of writing in this issue. Here are the categories we have gathered them
in. They will give you an idea of what Hostos students have been thinking and writing about this
past year. Our poems have been separated into “My City,” “Life and Love,” and a third category
of poetry that floats between categories as unique poems. We have “Fiction and Drama” and these
stories and the one-act play, “Missed Connections” will be sure to delight you. The “Non-Fiction”
category includes informative essays on vaccines, Ebola, food habits, and more. Finally, we offer
“Personal Narratives” about immigrant experiences and how we experience our neighborhoods.
Our artists have allowed Escriba to be beautiful to look at! Ms. Hussen, one of whose
artworks is on the front cover, has other delicate drawings here that bring us visually into the world
of Islamic art. We have paintings of loved ones, a still life called “Red Red Wine” and photographs
that are artworks in themselves. “Parallels, one of the photos by Gayane Sarkisyants, is the fitting
end to Escriba as it appears on the back cover.
We’d like to thank the following faculty for helping us reach out to our students to
encourage them to submit their work to ¡Escriba!/Write! : Professors Lara Bonilla, Andrew
Connelly, Carl Grindley, Christine Hutchins, Thelma Ithier-Sterling, Paul McBreen, Elisabeth
Tappeiner and Christopher Widley.
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 GERMAIN GARIBALDI

I AM

I am from Harlem,
Home of brotherhoods
That lead to beefs in other ‘hoods.
Ironically
My favorite outfit is anything
with the hood on.
Our skin is a threat No need to carry a weapon.
My existence as a black man
A proud black latino man
Has grown to enable fear into the lives of many
This isn’t my first time writing poetry
So holding back on emotion
Isn’t in my vocabulary.
This is a way of release,
A way to admit
How I view the world
And will continue
To be a release
Long after I cease
You learn from a young age to keep
That head high
So I intend to always do that
America is afraid of knowledge
So I intend to always teach that
I write from the heart
That’s what you learn to do.
Cause if your soul never signed the pages
With the blood in your veins
Then this isn’t your best work.
A Panamanian American
Who knows his roots,
I know where they’re planted.
Every step taken
Is for a greater purpose
Every walk I make
Plants grass in the concrete.
I walk with the roots
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This country needs to be great,
But not in a presidential way.
His presidential way
Isn’t a universal way
So it’s better to stay away.
He fears the masses,
Fears those who are willing to
Achieve goals by any means.
Now that
Is a true monster in his eyes.
Greatness comes from the universal union
Of all kinds of diversities
But in his eyes
Greatness emerges from a wall,
A wall of separation and insolation
Any minority should feel the constraints
In their hearts from that sentence
But I guess we’re just not woke yet.
I expect to become a great writer one day
So forgive me Mr. President
No!
Forgive us
If we all have a dream
To achieve
That malicious intent you carry
Won’t be enough.
We walk to our goals like the military
Send evil to their graves - it’s a cemetery
That uninfluenced ignorance
Won’t be enough to bother
Our unburdened souls.
I don’t know what the future holds
But I expect it to hold great things.
Our skins are viewed
As threats
No need to carry a weapon
Our existence as a minority
Proud minorities who will soon become
The majority
Has grown to enable fear into the lives of many.
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 RAMATOULAYE CAMARA

STAY OR LEAVE, IT’S HOME
Location, location. Location Soundview, South Bronx
Beautiful park along the Bronx River
At night the view of a luminous downtown skyline
over the Bronx River, the Soundview ferry
Connects the Bronx to Manhattan’s East Side in short time
The seasonal faces of the park,
Winter storm with standing trees deep in snow, no leaves Can’t help notice dog poop all over
the place.
Then your lobby turns into a smokehouse with a door man. You might want to check your
mailbox the next morning.
Then comes spring
Beautiful blooming trees
And the allergy outburst,
Summer time, supposed to be the favorite season.
Lots of activities happenings:
Music from extra-large speakers,
Jazz, Salsa, and African all occurring in the same vicinity.
Talking about noise:
Airplanes taking off across the river from LaGuardia Airport,
NYPD police cars patrolling, and ambulance sirens.
Lit candles, teddy bears and flowers under the trees
Fall, when things seem to calm down
Some sort of peace
Must be the beautiful yellow and orange colors of the leaves. Stay or leave - It’s home.
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 HEADE MATEO

NOSTALGIA IN WASHINGTON HEIGHTS
Hey KE LO KE!!
Dimelo. How are you?
I just got back from El Patio, Santo Domingo
Did you bring me something?
CLARO! Candy and rum
Hey, gracias, man. I want to go for Christmas season,
Tu sabe - Navidad con la familia.
Quiere que te traiga algo?
CLARO! You know: candy and rum.
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 KHAYE FAISON

THE 2 FOR 1 CITY
Roses are red
Violets are Blue
Come visit New York
Where dreams come true.
Land of the free
Home of the brave
They won't tell you the sacrifices you'll make
The prices you will pay.
Dollar bills line the streets
Along with skyscrapers in Manhattan
All after the money
Both the tourists and the attractions.
What they don't tell you is the bums lining the corners
Attempting to exchange pity for quarters
Both trying to make a living off of pocket change
And make a dollar to survive the day.
Yet come to the big city
See what there is to see.
Want to become something?
Come to this land of opportunity.
But do be aware of the high taxes
The unjust housing, phony politics, and the scamming economy
Beware of the bigger picture on the canvas
New York is more than what it's said to be.
Yes there are jobs and money to be made
But there are also lurkers hiding in the shade
Even with a roof there are struggles to pay rent
But let's not even think to ask the government
The poor suffer to make ends meet
And yet you wonder why they litter the streets
Yes, the rich pay taxes too yet we all do. So what>
The poor’s resources get cut as if there's such a thing as not being poor enough.
They don’t typically ask for the fame
But their tactics are still the same
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They cease to ever change their mentality
All running the same game.
But the rich cease to exist without the poor
And there is power in numbers - at least so they say
But this poem is not about injustices
I write to share what NY is today.
So next time you read or hear about my city
Don't fall for the stories
Cause even Beauty had a Beast
And even Cinderella was treated poorly.
Yeah, you might say these are just merely stories
Just a piece of fiction
But open your eyes a little wider
See the bigger picture
The message is crystal clear for those who wish to see it.
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 KIARA MICHELLE ACEVEDO

QUIET THEN LOUD
My block is
A small one,
Not really a known one.
A quiet block.
But on summer nights
Music, Reggaeton and Bachata
Laughter, nonsense and drunken memories
Arguments, who’s better at dominoes
Food, smoke and alcohol
Pernil, tostones and rice
Hennessy and Patron
Weed, cigarettes and hookah.
Fights, messages and flirtation,
Gossip everywhere.
Someone passes by:
“The Super fell down the stairs
From the 4th floor to the 3rd floor
– the WHOLE block knows!”
Gunshots and broken glass,
People screaming, hysterical.
Cops!
Around two to four on foot
Someone crying, another shouting,
“He shot her for dancing on a guy!”
Weapon found!
“Manos Arriba!!”
A guy tries to run:
“There’s no way in hell I’m doing more time! F-ck that!”
A simple block.
An uninteresting block.
A small block.
My block. My home.
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 LIZBETH ASTWOOD LOPEZ

1993
Where I’m from
I come from the Dominica Republic,
A beautiful island in the Caribbean,
I come from a large family of eleven siblings,
Where they all call me Dayi.
I’m the youngest of my female sisters,
but I lost the position after my mother had two girls.
Where I’m from
We are that kind of family that likes to dance bachata,
Share time together,
Celebrate family holidays like birthdays,
Weddings, births, christenings.
My family likes to celebrate everything
Carnival, our Independence Day,
The day of the Virgin of Altagracia, the day of farmer man
Where I’m from
My family comes from a small town
Called Piedra Blanca Bonao
Where we grew up united and happy without caring about
The precarious conditions in which we lived
But always with the positive attitude of winners.
I always remember my village with its green color
It represents to me the nature of my town,
The sound of birds, the trees,
The rain falling, the river and the horses.
Where I’m from
Jose Francisco Pena Gomez –
The name of the street where I live.
I don’t like the street, it’s not yet asphalted,
But it doesn’t take away from the beautiful
And natural character my town.
We are hardworking, responsible, creative,
Lovers of nature, united
We always have in mind that a united town
has a better chance to grow.
Where I’m from
The lights always go out all the time,
But I don’t complain about it.
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My town is beautiful, natural,
We have everything that we need in the town,
We are experts in roasted pork,
I don’t want to sound arrogant but
We are the best in that culinary aspect.
Where I’m from
I can hear the noise of the birds, the pigeons flying,
The cock’s voice, the horses running
And the barking of dogs,
Those noises make me happy when I’m in my town
I can feel the smell of the green
Of my land that has given me so much,
The green earth I was born into and to which I belong.
Where I’m from
As a family we used the river
That was near our house to take a bath,
We went to eat mango on the hill,
Go to fish - those things made us feel like children again.
It was so funny that we spent hours
And hours in the water!
Where I’m from
We have a garden with lots of pink roses
Where butterflies
spend a lot of time sounding the flowers,
The butterflies make me feel free
From the monotony, to feel at peace with myself
And at the same time connect me with my sister who died
When I was eight years old.
The butterflies represent my sister’s freedom and
Her colorful life when she was alive.
Where I’m from
I come from the Dominican Republic,
A beautiful island in the Caribbean.
I come from a large family of siblings,
Where they all call me Dayi.
I’m the youngest sister,
But I lost the position when my mother had two girls.
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 MICHELE BRADFORD

IN MY OLD NEIGHBORHOOD
As I walked off the plane
To my old home town in Queens
I haven’t been here in years.
The ground has cracked up
The smell has even changed
I thought it would be great place to be
What a sight to see!
The sky is very cloudy and sad
It’s like I can see them crying.
Helicopters and police car sirens
With the flashlights following
It’s always bad things happening
Everywhere you go.
I can’t take the violence
People are dying often.
I often paint pictures of how different
How green the grass could be
Or how fresh the air in the light blue skies.
Unlike my new home
On the tropical island of Barbados,
It’s no comparison.
Here it smells fresher
The beautiful sun shines bright
The people look and dress different
They speak different.
Just thinking of their accents, Creole.
The coconuts falling from the tree
Having fun under the sun playing volley ball
In the water with new friends as we joke,
Smile and laugh from ear to ear.
Without a worry in the world.
The taste of the freshness of the fruits
Makes me want to hurry back home,
My new home in Barbados.
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 TANISKA SANCHEZ

THE BUILDING I LIVE IN
Living in the Bronx
Where some people smoke weed
Seven days a week.
Living in Pelham Parkway
In a mixture of Spanish and Black people
Smoking and hanging in the hallways
As if they were on the streets.
I moved my baby boy to our room,
Shouting at them all to move from my door,
And my husband replied “Shut up”
They will shoot us, shut up!”
I put the baby inside of his crib
Turn the TV on and put the cartoons on
Where the smoke does not get in,
Trying to keep my baby away from the smell
And safe from the bad things.
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 WARLEY JOHNSON

IRIS
Prologue
“Damn! It’s so hot out here!”
Iris's mother stood behind her wide eyed, her pink lips working the cherry popsicle stick
like her life depended on it. Around this time of the year that bubblicious lip gloss performed
miracles. “Watch your mouth girl,” she warned, her eyes squinted as she waved her wrinkled index
finger in Iris’s face.
“You know what I meant mama. It’s damn near 90 degrees out here!”
“Then take your ass upstairs if you’re so hot. Shit! You’re always complaining about
something.”
Iris sucked her teeth while rolling her big brown eyes. She hopped onto her two feet,
leaving her mother sprawled out on the black benches. If her plan to escape was to work she was
going to have to act fast. Moving swiftly back into her apartment, she raced into her room and
slammed the door shut behind her. Shuffling over to her brown desk top by the window, she took
a seat and entered a world of her own. Scrambling for her pen and polar bear designed notepad she
wrote as far as her neatly polished nails could take her.
Chapter One
Iris twisted and turned in front of the mirror her mom had somehow managed to attach to
the back of her bedroom door. She always did know how to become a handy woman when needed.
Scanning her fingers over her belly, a frown played about on her face when she grasped the part
of her tummy that hung out of her white shorts. She exhaled a sigh before rescanning. There was
no way she could go out looking like a busted tube of toothpaste. Iris’s body had gained a ton of
weight since her high school days, which was both a positive and negative situation, considering
that she could now skip the gym without worrying of the repercussions. The thought of gaining a
few pounds did play about smoothly in her mind as well, for she had come to terms with the idea
of becoming a thick sista. That way she’d finally fill in all the spaces in her clothing, including
that large rump behind her. There was only one thing Iris could not stand the sight of, and that was
the lightly brushed stretch marks slowly inching their way up from her thighs to her waist, like a
collision of the flesh. If she could rip them off her skin herself she definitely would. They appeared
as uneven toned scars on her brown chocolate skin, or tiger stripes. As a newly thick sista, that
certainly played as one of her deep insecurities.
For the women in the neighborhood of MelBridge it was a must to be well kept and properly
groomed. No one wanted to holla at a girl who didn’t shave since Wednesday, walking around
town looking like a damn lions mane. Or a sista who smelled like she could use a doggy bath. Men
around here wanted a real woman, someone to keep them on their toes, to wait at home by the
stove whilst they ran around with the dusty tramp next door. Sadly, that woman was not nineteen
year old, Iris Tavin.
Iris and her mother moved to the brick built neighborhood when she was just four years
old. She learned how to cuss, scraped her knee for the first time and even got into a couple of fights
during the summertime, considering her mother wouldn’t spare the 75 cents to buy her a normal
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childhood. Most of all, Iris learned to be a writer and she wrote her very first poem by the basketball
court, on the black benches in MelBridge.
“Mama, I’m going out with Talia!” Iris called out in an agitated tone. In her best mood, Iris
had slipped into her brightest bathing suit. The sky blue laces wrapped firmly under her arms and
around her back, matching with her high waist swim shorts that were bedazzled with white roses
and hugged her tight in all the right places. Iris made sure to get her box braids short enough to
maintain and tie into a bun. Everyone knows the tale of black girls’ hair being a synonym of oil to
water, it simply does not mix. There was no way she was going to let $250 dollars go down the
drain that easily.
Talia and her were supposed to meet up at the Lake View water park almost 3 hours ago
and her mother was doing a great job at holding her up.
Mrs. Martha is what everyone on the block called her, despite the unnecessary honorifics.
Martha had been divorced since way back in the day, when Iris’s father had gotten locked up for
some dumb shit that everybody knew his ass shouldn't of been involved in. As soon as Martha got
that call from Rikers, she marched right on down there and handed the ring back to him.
That's how badass she was. Martha didn’t take shit from anyone, period. Everyone on the block
knew that she was not the one to mess with, especially when it came down to her family. Iris and
Martha were like sisters, practically inseparable since her birth. Every time she caught a glimpse
of her daughter it was like staring into the face of her clone. Iris basically inherited the finest of
her mother for example, her big dark brown eyes and natural eyelashes so long they fanned anyone
near her proximity. Martha also had this motherly obsession over Iris’s rich milk chocolate
complexion, which complimented her thick Coca Cola bottle shaped body. As the mother of a
young woman with so much melanin, it certainly wasn’t an easy task. It was Martha’s number one
priority to get Iris a proper roof over her head and the best education New york City could offer,
despite the poor mentality of the projects she chose for them to reside in. Martha loved her daughter
and would do everything in the world to protect her. Pushing her buttons every now and then
however, was certainly an exception.
“I thought you said you were taking me with you?”
Iris’s face scrunched in utter disgust. “Have you lost your mind? You never said you
wanted to come.” Martha strutted her way out from her bedroom, ever so slightly, making this a
moment Iris would never forget. Her body was wrapped from head to toe in one of her old lint
covered black robes, in which she took the pleasure of releasing and allowing to slip off of her
shoulders onto the red carpet beneath her. Her red lips curled into a glorious smile “You like?”
She asked twirling in front of her daughter, strutting the full yellow body swimsuit. At this moment
Martha was absolutely feeling herself, her long dark skinned legs glistened in baby oil causing the
light bulb by the front door to reflect it in every damn direction, including directly in Iris’s eye.
Iris wondered if she’d be fried like a bacon once she stepped out the front door.
Martha had also styled her over-sized Senegalese twists into a cute ponytail with two strands
falling out the front on either side of her head. Iris didn’t want to admit it, but her mom was looking
fly as shit, even flyer than her!
“You’re not coming with me,” Iris stated flatly. “There’s no way you can come looking
like that.”
Martha’s lips curled into a frown, “And why not?” Her tone fading slowly into
disheartenment. “You’re in your sixties, nobody trying to hang out with their mom during summer
break.” At that moment Martha’s face lit up. “I am in my sixties, but I look good though right?”
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She twirled once more for her daughter who suddenly gained a poker face. “I can’t even lie, you
do, you do.” She smiled and returned her mother’s laugh that escaped subconsciously.
“Okay, you can come, but please behave! We are going to have to set up some ground rules
before we step out of this house.”
Martha shook her head in agreement “Girl, if you weren’t my daughter, we’d be fighting
right now.” A smirk crawled onto her lips “But go ahead, I’m listening.” Gesturing for her mother
to follow, she raised her index finger, “Rule number one, No Alcohol. Period. Period. Period. I
know how you get when you drink and I really don’t need you embarrassing me in front of Talia.”
Martha’s eyes rolled to the back of her head, “Don’t nobody care about that nappy headed
bird you call Talia, you know I don’t like her.”
“So then don’t come, you already know what’s up.”
“As if. I haven’t been to one of them water parks in decades, I’m ready to have fun today!
What else you got for me?”
Iris loved the sound of her mother agreeing to her terms. It almost felt like Martha was
finally beginning to view Iris as the grown up that she was, not just her baby girl. “Rule number
two, this goes without saying, your clothes must stay on from the minute we step onto the Lake
View premises to the moment we step off. I promise you if we have a repeat of my high school
after prom, I will literally disown you. . . If that’s even possible.” Just the thought of having a
repeat of that day sent shivers through Iris’s spine.
As soon as the prom event concluded, Iris and Talia decided to catch up with a couple of
the girls from the high school government team, who planned an entire after prom at the Bosmont
Hotel in Jamaica, Queens. They weren’t providing the rides there however, so Iris decided why
not give her mother a call. Martha being no stranger to a party decided to take up on the offer, but
only if Iris would allow her to join in too, in which she obliged. Upon their arrival to the hotel, it
was similar to a scene straight out of a ghetto 80’s movie. There were red and green streaming
lights, matching the pulsing beat of the music blasting throughout the hall.
Drunk girls were stripping from their prom outfits into short skirts and mini dresses, grinding their
hips onto any guy they could find. The guys of course, were either spotted by the bar reordering
drinks, or shoving their tongues down the throats of any willing female. Martha however, was
nowhere to be found. So Iris and Talia decided to join in on the fun, it was good material for Iris’s
next short story anyway so she thought why not?
-
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 WARLEY JOHNSON

IRIS ENTERS THE ZOO
“Ow mama! That hurt!” 7 year old Iris cried between her mother's legs. Her eyes stuing the color
red from forceful tears escaping her eye sockets.
“So sit still;” her mother Martha warned “if you wanna go outside and play, you have to
let me finish detangling your hair.” Iris winced at her mother's intense tug on the pink comb
through her thick afro hair. The room reeked of Sulfur 8 hair grease and hot comb heat. It was the
same routine every week since the beginning of summer in ‘07. Martha would pull Iris out of bed
in the morning and force her to go wash her hair. After constant back-and-forth Iris would always
end up doing it anyway, which would then lead us back to this exact moment right here.
“I can't have my baby out here looking like 74th street.” Martha huffed out a ridiculous
laugh at her own joke, as she leaned back into the couch stomping both her feet on either side of
Iris. “Rochelle said that on one of them episodes of Everybody Hates Chris. You remember that,
baby?” She asked, using the comb in Iris's hair to tilt her head upward and face her.
“I'll tell you what. I know you’re mad, so when I'm done with your hair I'll go find you the
cutest lil outfit to go show them kids at the park, all right?.” Iris nodded at her proposition and
used her hand to swipe away her last single tear.
Iris was the baddest little girl on the block, and by the way she strutted her short, dark skin
legs whilst hand in hand with her mom, she knew it too. Her mother had cornrowed three braids
in the front of her head going upward and connected them into a false crown. She then slathered a
ton of crystal gel all over her baby’s hair to slick all of it to the front into a clean bun. That’s right,
her baby was looking like a princess.
When they arrived to the park, Iris jetted to a crowd of her friends by the sprinklers to show
off her new hair and belted blue romper. In hopes of joining in on the fun, she had packed a sack
of colorful water balloons and was planning to hand them out to the rest when she noticed the gaze
of Reina, the daughter of one of her mother’s friends. No one was ever really messing with her as
much as she thought they were, especially since she still sucked her thumb and had the nerves to
be rubbing her smelly spit finger on everybody! It was of no interest to Iris to befriend Reina after
Raina gave her bestie Talia a black and blue by the jigsaw bridge in class.
Iris attempted to ignore Reina and continued to distribute the water balloons to her clique,
while Martha caught up with the other parents on the black benches, gossiping about everyone
else's business but their own. One topic that was particularly off limits were the details about Iris’s
father’s case and sentence. The women knew about him, although their curiosity attacked them
like a baseball bat to the cranium. Martha’s husband had gotten locked up for doing some dumb
shit that everyone knew his ass shouldn’t have been involved in and was now facing 35 to life. As
soon as Martha got that call from Rikers, she marched right on down there and handed the ring
back to him. She wanted to look him in the eyes herself and let him know in person that he was
alone and she would not allow his stupidity to compromise that of the life she's built for herself.
That was the reason he never laid sight on his daughter since her birth and wasn't holding his breath
for the day.
Mama!" Iris’s tearful cry caught the attention of her mother in an instant. She rushed to her
daughter's aid, the other parents not too far behind. "What’s wrong baby?" Martha's eyebrows
furrowed, she was seemingly confused as she scanned over the crowd of children who all had
plastered smiles onto their faces besides Iris, who was now huffing out her tears like a toddler.
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"Well?" One of the parents chimed in "what happened?"
A wave of silence washed over the children which irritated Martha even more. Her patience was
being tested and if one of them kids didn't open their mouth and start talking soon, she was going
to lose it.
"Well I ain't no snitch, but... " Albyn, the tall kid with four pieces of teeth glued to the
inside of his mouth began. "Reina and her friends were making fun of Iris for being darker than
us. They was calling her all kinds of animals from the zoo." A couple of kids covered their lips
with their hands to conceal their chuckles. At this point Martha was furious. "I don't want to be
here anymore" Iris tugged her mother's hands and gestured towards the exit of the park. "Let's go,
mama."
Martha nodded, tears beginning to sting her eyes as well. She couldn't help but feel
powerless as she watched her miniature self with her bright brown eyes in her cute blue romper on
the brink of tears because the other kids made her believe that her dark skin made her an animal.
She swiped away the single tear that escaped her eye and followed her daughter as she led them
back to the gates and through the exit.
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 CARLEIGH FRALEY

MISSED CONNECTIONS. A PLAY IN ONE ACT
Inspired by a video posted to the blog, “Finding Cooper’s Voice,” and the mothers who struggle
to find love after divorce.
Cast of Characters
Rebecca Loughlin: A woman in her early 30s, her hair is simple and pulled back. Her appearance
is tidy and no nonsense, while sporting a pair of large dark sunglasses. She is
dressed for early spring. A mother who expends all her energy fighting for her
child only to have nothing left for herself. Despite her troubles, she is always
there for others, although it may be born of an attempt to forget her own life.
She is new to the dating scene and hasn’t mastered how to approach new
relationships as a divorcée.
Tom Mendel:

A man in his late 30s, fit but not buff, with thinning hair and kind eyes. A
bachelor who has been hurt in the past. Tom is looking for the right woman to
share his life with. He is a very seasoned dater and has lots of expectations of
appropriate dating conduct. Very caring, he envisions himself as a chivalrous
fellow but occasionally struggles to control his temper, particularly when
someone he cares about is hurt. His greatest fear is never having a family of his
own.

Scene: A Greek restaurant, during brunch.
Time: The present.
ACT I. Scene 1
SETTING: The action takes place in a restaurant on a Sunday for brunch. It is important to note
that in production the choice can be made by the director to focus the play entirely on the action,
and the set can be limited to the downstage center table and chairs only. However, if a full set is
to be employed, it can be arranged as follows: a mid-priced, Greek inspired restaurant smelling of
home-fries, Sunday brunch. A row of three banquettes line upstage, they are pristine white with
teal pillows, 2-3 to each seat. Above them sits a shelf with various Greek artifacts, statuettes, and
flowers. On the wall above the center banquette a large painting of the Aegean with boats and a
beautiful coastline. The walls are white plaster with teal and gold accents. On stage right sits the
corner of a bar with one stool visible. Next to the bar, a black server’s station, with micros
computer, trash, bus tub, and shelves containing condiments. The action takes place at a center
table, a 2 top, down stage. There is another 2 top stage left of the center table. The table itself is
metal with a white top, the chairs are aluminum and modern. Teal placemats are on the table,
along with white silverware roll ups and glass stemware. A small flower arrangement of carnations
sits in the middle of the table along with an unlit candle. The entrance is off-stage left and not
visible to the audience. If a full set is employed, there should be two servers and at least two
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couples sitting at the banquettes in the back. The servers should be wearing white, short-sleeve,
button down shirts, black pants, and teal aprons. The restaurant patrons should be dressed for the
first warm weather of spring.
AT RISE:
REBECCA sits at the table, sunglasses on. She looks downtrodden and nervous. She checks her
phone several times, looks around, sighs. We hear the clink of dining-ware and muffled voices. If
the full set is employed, a server can approach and the following occurs in pantomime: The server
sets down two glasses of water and offers menus. REBECCA politely refuses the menus, handing
them back to the server, making it clear that she won’t be there long. The server takes back the
menus with a little irritation, and returns them to the server station.
TOM (bounds in enthusiastic.) Hey! Sorry I’m late. (TOM hugs her, it is an awkward embrace.)
REBECCA (Something is obviously wrong.) Hey….?
TOM What’s up? You ok?
REBECCA (She sits.) We need to talk.
TOM (Sits.) Jesus. OK. (He gets it. She is dumping him.) This isn’t what I expected. Wow, What’s
going on?
REBECCA: Look, I’m really sorry. These last few months with you have been amazing. You are
just so great, so charming and funny. I have had the best time with you.
TOM: But?
REBECCA: Well, you know I have a son, and my life is just really complicated right now.
TOM: I know you have a kid, it’s no big deal. I’ve asked to meet him like ten times already and
it’s cool, whenever you are ready, but that isn’t a reason to break things off.
REBECCA: I know, but there is more to it, and I just don’t think I should put it all on you.
TOM: Is it your ex? Are you getting back with him?
REBECCA: No but….
TOM: (Getting irritated.) Then I don’t understand. Just tell me what is going on?
REBECCA: Come on Tom, give me a break, this is hard enough.
TOM: (Starting to shout.) Hard for who? You are like the first person I met online after all these
months that I clicked with, and now you won’t even tell me why it’s over. I mean at least look me
in the eye for Christ’s sake, who do you think you are with the sunglasses? Liz Taylor?
(REBECCA slowly removes her glasses and reveals a massive black eye.)
TOM: Jesus Fuck! How did you get that?
REBECCA: Tom, please….
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TOM: Was it an accident? (REBECCA is silent.) Who? Who did that to you?!
REBECCA: It was Jake.
TOM: (Shouting. The restaurant patrons and servers start to stare.) Your EX?! I’ll kill the
motherfucker!
REBECCA: (Pleading in a hushed voice.) Tom, please!
TOM: (Bangs the table with his fist, but manages to speak in a deadly whisper.) How dare he put
his hands on you!
REBECCA: TOM!! Jake is my son!
TOM: (BEAT as he realizes his mistake, he is embarrassed.) Oh yeah, right. Sorry. Really, he did
that? On purpose?
REBECCA: I haven’t been totally honest with you about my life Tom. Jake has severe autism.
TOM: Wow… I just… Wow, I’m really sorry.
REBECCA: It’s ok. I mean look, at home Jake and I have our own secret world. It is safe and
consistent, we both know what to expect and it’s beautiful, but sometimes we have to leave, and
every time we walk out the door I think, I got this. I have planned for everything, and yet even the
simplest things that every parent does with their child is like this epic battle for us. Yesterday I
took Jake to see the Easter Bunny with some friends from work. Sure, their kids are three and four
and he is eight, but he loves Easter, so I took him. Just as we got to the front of the line, they closed
for lunch, and Jake just lost it, huge fit, arms flailing, hits my eye, it was awful. You know, when
your kid is freaking out at two or three everyone relates, people get it. But when they see your 70
pound eight year old screaming himself senseless and beating you as you desperately try to calm
him down, people don’t get it. They can’t relate, they judge, they walk away, they call CPS
thinking that he must see that behavior at home and that’s why he’s acting that way.
Last night I sat for a long time while I iced my eye, and I thought about Jake and what his life will
be like. I used to pray that he would be the one in a million who overcomes his autism and becomes
a doctor or a lawyer despite his challenges. I used to pray the therapies would work and he would
change. Last night, for the first time I prayed that he will just have a good life. That he will relate
to someone other than his Dad and I. That someday, at his funeral there will be a least one person
standing there who loves him and will be sorry he is gone. I don’t expect you to understand and
I’m sorry I didn’t tell you sooner, but I have been lying to myself about how things really are for
a long time.
TOM: (Sighs.) Wow, Rebecca. That sounds…. (struggles for the right word.) terrible. I don’t
know what to say. (TOM takes a long pause, then grabs Rebecca’s hand) Look Becca, I can’t
pretend to know what you are going through. But you don’t have to end things between us. Why
don’t we just see where this goes? (Rebecca, wipes her eyes and smiles at him.) I mean look, he is
still young right?
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REBECCA: (Her smile fades as she realizes he really doesn’t understand. She takes a big deep
breath.) Tom, I don’t want to end things, but I need to make it 100% clear right now what my
future will look like. For the rest of my life I will be responsible for my son, and not the way other
parents are. I likely won’t get a graceful transition from Mom to empty-nester when he turns 18.
I’ll probably still be keeping him calm, taking him to therapists, and caring for him until I
physically can’t anymore. Then I’ll be supervising his care in some type of facility, making sure
he isn’t abused or marginalized, until I die. Any other children I have will have to be protected
from him if he has an emotional outburst. I will have to rely on caretakers and my ex-husband for
the rest of my life to help me, help me work, help me live daily life with him, and God-forbid, help
me take an occasional vacation. The rest of my existence will be intimately intertwined with Jake’s,
he will always, ALWAYS, be there. I know you are a great guy. I just know in my heart that this
isn’t the future you envisioned for yourself, and I truly don’t blame you. I know it certainly wasn’t
I pictured for myself.
TOM: (Crushed.) Why didn’t you tell me? I’ve been really open with you, and you know that
honesty is super important to me. It’s like, all over my profile and we’ve talked about it.
REBECCA: I know, I just think I wanted some part of my life to feel normal, that some part of my
life is ok, but it’s not ok, it will never be ok. It is what it is, and I can’t fake it anymore.
(She rises to leave.) I’m really sorry, Tom… really.
(She exits.)
TOM: (To himself, looking at the empty chair.) I’m sorry too.
END OF PLAY
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 JOSEPH HENEY

A CAN’T MISS – A SURE THING (this is an excerpt, due to space constrictions)
The big hand positioned on the 12, the little hand on the 5 as the second hand made its way
around the big silver clock above the door. The idea of what lay in store that evening had Morris
raring with anticipation. He watched the clock and focused on the skinny hand counting away the
seconds. 30, 31, 32 as they fell away into history. At last, the moment Morris had been waiting
for, 5 P.M., closing time. In a flash, he jumped up and headed for the door, yelling one loud
goodbye to everyone. Morris decided to take the stairs because waiting for the elevator would only
take up precious time that he needed to get home and get ready for his big night. Morris had played
this night over and over in his head 100 times, he had every step choreographed from the minute
he left work to his arrival at the party and everything thereafter. This was going to be his night, his
big moment, and he wasn’t going to let anyone or anything mess it up. As Morris descended down
10 flights of stairs to the ground floor something told him to check his wallet. Wouldn’t you know
it, Morris had left his metrocard in his desk draw. Instead of turning around and ascending back
up the stairs, Morris took the elevator back up to his office. Morris was sure he had put the
metrocard in his pocket, and just for a brief second he questioned if there were supernatural forces
conspiring against him. Morris was adamant he was not going to entertain any negative thoughts
or energy. He was going to enjoy his big night come hell or high water.
Morris, finally out of the building, metrocard in hand and all body parts intact, made a
beeline for the subway. Morris’s gait was quick, but not to the extent as to suggest running. The
temperature was around 95 degrees and he didn’t want to be drenched with sweat riding home on
the subway during rush hour. Morris finally arrived to the subway station. As he stood at the top
of the stairs, fiddling through his pockets, he thought to himself “once I get on this train I’ll be
home free.” The entrance to the subway was on the corner of 42nd St. and 6th Ave., recognizable
by the green metal fencing and black sign with letters highlighted by color to signify which trains
stop at this particular station. The entrance had stairs descending beneath the sidewalk.
As Morris descended the stairs he could feel this wave of hot stale air rush over him.
Although the subway offered some relief from the sun, the heat was still very present. The only
place one could find sanctuary from this uncomfortable situation was the air conditioned subway
cars that arrived every 5 minutes during rush hour. Morris navigated his way past the turnstile and
descended even further underground making sure to not touch anything. The subway stations were
on the complete opposite side of the cleanliness spectrum. Dirt, dust and grime were a constant in
any station and the occasional rodent would present itself on the train tracks, where pedestrians
would turn into Steve Irwin “The Crocodile Hunter” in a display of bravado and expertise, looking
on in amazement, as if an urban safari. Occasionally, a fearless rat would test that bravado and
venture onto the platform scurrying across the feet of bystanders inciting a panic as if some huge
monster came from out of the darkness to wreak havoc and destruction.
Morris approached the platform cautiously. Trains entered the station at super high speeds,
adding to the dangers of the labyrinth below the city. The lighting on the platform was illuminated
in a dull orange glow 24 hours a day 7 days a week 364 days a year. If you were down there for
an extended period of time, any attempt to guess the time of day would prove futile without a
watch. At each end of the station were digital signs that displayed the arrival time of the next train.
Morris turned and looked down to the end of the platform, squinting to adjust his eyesight to the
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poor lighting. The next train, was in 2 minutes; Morris was content; everything was going
smoothly. He would be on the train and that much closer to his big night out. Morris wasn’t one
to visibly show his emotions. He was, for the most part, apathetic by nature. As the time ticked by
and 1 minute became 5 minutes and still no train, Morris began to sweat; his hands had become
clammy. It was becoming apparent that Morris’s worst fears may become his reality.
All throughout Morris’s life, luck had eluded him. His life was the epitome of Murphy’s
Law: “What can go wrong will go wrong.” Fourteen years ago on Morris’s 40th birthday, he went
to a bar with some friends to celebrate. Morris was the life of the party, engaging in conversations,
making jokes and even dancing - if you want to be so bold as to call it dancing. The night was
perfect; Morris was on top of the world. This beautiful woman had been eyeing Morris for most
of the night. Morris caught wind of her affection for him and would nonchalantly look at her,
making eye contact for a brief second before his insecurity forced him to look away. Morris wasn’t
what anyone would consider a woman’s man. Morris wasn’t the best dresser and his body language
was visibly awkward. Morris, however, was very likable. He was a caring man who spent his lunch
hour feeding the pigeons and squirrels. There was a quirky innocence about him, a simple man
with a boyish charm. Even intoxicated, his inhibitions had not quite dissolved. Morris never would
muster up the courage to approach the beautiful vixen.
Uncommonly for Morris, as luck would have it, the woman could sense Morris’s diffident
energy. She seemed to be even more attracted by his shyness. The woman, who was stunning, by
any man’s standards, approached and initiated conversation with Morris. Morris was apprehensive
at first but his confidence grew and he became bolder with each drink he consumed. By the end of
the night Morris’s friends were staring in shock and amazement, they couldn’t believe that their
friend, “the 40 year old virgin” had taken the fancy of the hottest woman in the place. It was now
5 A.M. and closing time. The woman made it clear that she was going anywhere that Morris
desired. With a little pep talk and encouragement from his friend, Morris knew that it truly was his
night. Morris knew that he was finally going to experience what he had heard about and watched
on video for all these years. This was a slam dunk, a can’t miss, Morris was going to lose his
virginity.
On their way home, the two love birds decided to walk through the park. The night was
just about over and it was now just before sunrise and the cover of darkness was quickly
disappearing. Halfway through the park, Morris realized that they were alone. Morris repeated
over and over to himself, to muster up the courage, “It’s a slam dunk, it’s a sure thing.” Trembling
with anxiety, Morris took a deep breath and with all the courage his skinny body could muster
yelled “It’s now or never.” In that instant Morris firmed up his grip on the woman’s hand and
pulled her toward him. Morris tried so hard to be smooth in his delivery of passion. As Morris
pulled her close for a kiss, he leaned in too fast, missing his mark. His forehead was too low, head
butting her on the nose with just enough force that he heard a cracking sound.
Morris was knocked dizzy from the impact of his forehead to the girl’s face. It took a few
seconds for Morris to gather himself. When Morris could finally focus the beautiful girl was gone.
Morris in a panic, turned 360 degrees and there was no sight of her. Morris called for her but no
answer. He was baffled and embarrassed. How could he have struck out with the bases loaded? It
was a slam dunk, a can’t miss, a sure thing. As Morris tried to replay the experience in his mind
trying to find the point of calamity, he heard a moan. At first he couldn’t pinpoint the location of
the moan. He again turned 360 degrees and didn’t see anything. Out of the blue again, another
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moan and this time Morris was on it. He turned and looked to the ground, and as if Mike Tyson,
with all his might, punched him in the stomach, a jolt of realization knocked the wind out of him.
Morris had located the girl and what was once the hottest girl he ever saw was now reduced
to a disheveled mess. The girl was lying up against the tree, the force from the impact from
Morris’s head hitting her face sent her back about 5 feet. Her hair that was so beautifully styled,
was in disarray, with mud and leaves all over it. Her beautiful, sexy white dress - now tattered and
torn - was stained with a mixture of earth and blood. When Morris pulled her toward him and
leaned in for a kiss, missing his mark, the cracking sound upon impact was her nose breaking over
his forehead. Morris reluctantly brushed her hair away from her face so he could see what she
looked like. Assessing the damage, he was startled by the sight of her. Her angelic face was
transformed into something from a horror movie. Her eye was swollen shut and a little blood
dripping from a cut was apparent just above her eyebrow. It was hard to tell if her face was bruised
or dirty because it was still quite dark.
What was most alarming was her nose. The girl had the most beautiful face, accentuated
by a perfectly straight nose, as if Michelangelo had sculpted it; it was now swollen and crooked
and most certainly would require plastic surgery. What was even more alarming was she was in
good spirits! Maybe it was the alcohol that was running through her veins or maybe she was a
masochist. Nevertheless, she was in good spirits. She told Morris that she was okay and still wanted
to come to his house. Morris, a man of integrity, didn’t have the heart to be with her sexually. That
would be like taking advantage of the mentally ill. Morris politely explained to her that he had
drank too much and had a headache, and would put her in a cab to take her home. Morris hailed
the girl a cab. As she was getting into the cab she turned to Morris and oddly thanked him for a
wonderful evening then she smiled with a mouth filled with blood and to Morris’s surprise she
looked like a hockey player missing her two front teeth. In Morris’s world there is no such thing
as a slam dunk, a sure thing, a can’t miss. There has only been Murphy’s Law “what can go wrong
will go wrong”.
-----------------
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 ANGELICA FELIZ

CHAOS
In the middle of Chaos,
I stand in silence.
I see glimmering eyes that do little
To cover silent judgment.
I want to cry but I have no tears.
When I am home I feel like a visitor.
I worry of not being remembered.
I have no tears.
In the middle of Chaos
I understand “broken” people
Come in all shades.
I have dreamt,
But now it paralyzes me.
I shout to my Creator and demand it
To give me no choice but
To live a life worth living.
In the middle of Chaos…I am ready.
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 ANGELICA FELIZ

I TURNED MY BACK ON A PREACHER
My mind is congested, my soul confused.
In limbo.
Which is better?
To take a breath?
Or to resist another?
I ran to the church looking for help.
My mind is reaching out,
Hoping that your hands –
Your hands can help me.
Can your hands help me?
According to you I am disconnected.
Since conception my soul was infected.
Pray you say,
But the power of my prayer
Will never match yours.
I put my will
To believe
In your strength.
Is it my lack of faith?
My type of faith?
Ascending from despondency,
I chose to think and do for myself.
This road is not easy,
But as I inch on
I realize I never needed your help.
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 ESTEFANIA JARAMILLO

MIS LAGRIMAS
Llevo mis lagrimas
En una botella.
Voy camino al mar.
Que importa
Si todos
Me ven desvestirme,
Me eclipso
Y todo lo bonito
Y bueno en mi
Desaparece.
Aspera.
Nerviosa.
Imperfecta.
Bestial.
Completamente
Abandonada de mi.
Me sumerjo
En las profundidades,
Y las profundidades
Se sumergen en mi.
Una sola piel.
Me respiro
a mi misma,
Y me dejo ser.
Agua estancada.
Agua enlodada.
Agua lisa.
Agua agitada.
La marea
Y la calma.
El silencio penetrante
De la existencia.
Mi silencioso ser.
No le tengo miedo
A la negrura abismal
De las cosas
Que no veo, ni se.
Yo tambien
Soy Misterio
Piedra,
Tempestad,
Y sed.
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 ESTEFANIA JARAMILLO

INMERSA EN UVA VENTANITA DE WHATSAPP
Se siente bien estar entre las mias,
Consumida y consumiendo mi esencia,
Que no es otra, mas que la de ellas.
La tierra debajo de mis pies
Esta viva y me vibra.
Y me reclama como suya
Caigo en el sueno del olvido Y
Camino con la ligereza
Con la que uno camina,
Cuando siente que pertenece.
Que no tiene que explicar
Su existencia.
Y que nadie pone en duda
La inmensidad de la misma.
Inmersa en mis suenos
Tropiezo con el concreto Y
Me responde
Excuse me Y
Le digo
“Lo siento.” “I am sorry.” I am so sorry
I am so sorry.
Despierto.
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 ESTEFANIA JARAMILLO

EL CUERPO RECUERDA
El cuerpo recuerda
El cuerpo lo siente todo pero no sabe hablar.
Entonces duelen las cargas que uno almacena
En alguna alasena de alguna esquina,
De esa extrana casa que no es otra,
Mas que mi propia piel.
La respiracion desconfiada hace vibrar,
Con sus pausas dolorosas cada fibra de mi ser,
Que siempre esta listo para morir o matar.
Y que me recuerda que no estoy en casa.
Aun en mis paredes, no estoy en casa.
Mi cansancio no resulta de ciclos
Tan efimeros como 24 horas.
Mi cansancio es de anos, de desiluciones,
De culpas, de verguenzas, de complejos, de rabia,
De impocisiones, de esta sensibilidad tan maldita,
De esta obediencia absoluta a odiarme intensamente,
De vidas atras.
Pesan los deseos que no se terminaron de desear,
Porque en medio sueno, vientos y alientos, apagaron la flama.
O talvez todo se incendio de un dia para el otro,
Y en el propio fuego no pude reconocerme
Y sin embargo era parte de esa inmensidad
De caras desconocidas y ritmos mecanicamente perfectos.
Y mi llama ya nunca mas fue unica, ni especial.
Muerte a la individualidad.
Una mas, una mas.
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 MAYA ABDOUSSALA

THE GIRL AND THE BULL
All they know is the image they see
Never wondering how it came to be
And that if I were to come to life
My fisted hands would quiver with fright
Despite my bold eyes and daring stance
This victory is based on luck and chance
Contested by a raging bull, riled by my red
How long do I have before it’s off with my head?
This freeze frame is all that’s left of me
Frozen courage in the presence of adversity
So as long as my cape conceals me some
Fists on hips, poised mightily in action
I remain, I stand
Captured bronzed and copper-full
Starring as the girl in:
The girl and the bull
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 MAYA ABDOUSSALA

CHAOS
Perhaps the true
Intention of chaos
Is revealed
Not when the enemy ceases fire
Or when the crumbling stops
There may be nothing to be found
In blood-stained metal
Grinding teeth, parched lungs
And fire--smoke more abundant
Than the air we need
It may be pointless
To look upon something
Too gruesome to be real
Yet a horror film couldn't compare
To the feeling of dust and ash
Being worn as a second skin
Perhaps the true intention
Is found in our savagery
In the way we forage for peace
Searching rotten pockets
Reaching into dark crevices
Rolling away stones once deemed
Immovable
Yet, hands remain calloused and empty
Or perhaps it's when our resolve
Is simply to stand, in absolute stillness
Waiting, watching, blinking
Eyes always opened, never closed
Don't you dare fall apart too.
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Farhana - Flowers
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Farhana - God the most Merciful
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Badu Boakye - Between Corners
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Badu Boakye - Castle Hour
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Lizbeth Astwood Lopez - Love Between a Mother and Her Child
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Evelyne Irie - I’m Enough
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Kelly-Ann Wilson - Red, Red Wine
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Gayane Sarkisyants - Bricks In The Wall
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Gayane Sarkisyants - Blossom
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Gayane Sarkisyants - Yellow Blossom
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 ADELINA BORRERO

JUST MERCY
We live in a country where money
Is what gives strength and power
In a society without identity
That always lives promoting non-racist
But in its statistics
It demonstrates the opposite.
Justice is dominated by powerful people
And for people with power.
We all have value and deserve justice
Guilty or not guilty,
White or black,
We are all human beings and we deserve respect.
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 ISMAIL GOTOY

TWO SHOTS
You either make it out
To see beautiful skies,
Smell the beautiful air,
And walk around with no care.
Don’t have to worry if it’s really
The UPS man at the door
Or who’s watching your pockets
Ready to pick them.
Got all the money you need
Don’t have to sell illegal stuff
To satisfy your need.
No need to get high because life is better than it seems
Or you don’t.
You got to stay with the rats
Smell the piss on the street
And the weed in the air
But you have to care
Before you hear a gunshot ringing in the air
You got to struggle for the paper
Sell what you can to bring home some food
You got to be cold hearted to make sure
You don’t die
Along with the rest of the people trying to survive
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 MOHAMED ADEN

VACCINES: GOOD OR BAD?
The anti-vaccine movement is one of the most profound challenges to public health that
the United States has faced in many years. This paper explains in detail the anti-vaccine
movement and its dangers. This paper also discusses the effect of the recent measles outbreak in
the U.S., and how to properly educate anti-vaccine advocates. Furthermore, the paper explores
parents’ right to not vaccinate their children. Lastly, it discusses how scientists can increase the
overall vaccination rate.
The anti-vaccine movement is about some parents who will not allow their children to get
the normal childhood vaccinations. Anti-vaccine advocates claim that vaccinating children can
lead to developmental disorders, especially autism. Their opinion is based on Dr. Andrew
Wakefield and co-authors’ now-infamous article (1998). This article influenced a small minority
of people to refuse to vaccinate their children but the article was withdrawn from Lancet because
it was scientifically inadequate. Some of the reasons Wakefield’s article were retracted are:
according to the interpretation of the original data it was found that “no causal link was
established between the MMR vaccine and autism as the data were insufficient” (Sathyanarayana,
2011). Also, Wakefield and his colleagues’ article had failed to disclose the financial interests.
“Wakefield had been funded by lawyers who had been engaged by parents in lawsuits against
vaccine-producing companies” (Sathyanarayana 2011). The authors had acted dishonestly, and
their data was an incorrect, scientific misrepresentation for financial gain. They were accused of
irresponsibility, unethical behavior, and their article was completely retracted in February
2010.The charge of violating ethical obligations was leveled because they had conducted their
research on the children without obtaining the necessary clearances.
As we now know Wakefield’s article was falsified, linking the vaccine with developmental
disorders and he lost his license to practice medicine in England (McLeod, 2014). According to
McLeod’s article “Rising Anti-Vaccination Attitudes in the United States,” Sixteen years later,
we are still seeing the aftermath of this paper in the surge/rush in cases of preventable and
potentially deadly diseases, like measles and pertussis. In 2013, there were 159 cases of measles
in the United States, almost three times the typical yearly number of measles cases in the US, and
only 26% of these cases were imported from other countries.
Since then, other researchers have proved that vaccines cannot cause autism, and other
developmental disorders. According to the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program,
between 2006 and 2012, two billion vaccines were administered throughout the world. This
comes out to be about a 0.00005 % chance of having a life-threatening reaction (McLeod, 2014).
Children definitely benefit from vaccines that protect them from measles, mumps, and rubella. In
fact, until recently as more parents withheld vaccines for their children, measles in the U.S. had
been eradicated.
There are several dangers associated with not vaccinating your children. First, if you do
not vaccinate your children, you are endangering the public health. The reason is that if a child
gets sick and was not vaccinated for that disease, he can spread it into the larger community.
Another reason is the risk of disability and death. Lack of vaccinations causes childhood
mortality. 1 in every 200 cases of polio results in irreversible paralysis for the children under 5
years of age and 1 or 2 out of every 200 cases of pertussis in infants leads to death (McLeod,
2014).
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Measles is an infectious and communicable disease that transmits through air. It is a serious
infection and can lead to death. Measles mostly affects children and other vulnerable people such
as pregnant women. Symptoms of measles include: fever, runny nose, itching and skin rash,
diarrhea, and a dry cough. Possible outcomes of a measles infection include death and disability
such as an intellectual disability. According to McLeod’s article, data shows every 1000 children
that infected, one or two die from the disease; also one develops encephalitis, a swelling of the
brain that can lead to convulsions and leave the child deaf or with an intellectual disability (Pierik,
2018).
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report of Feb 25, 2019, over
the last few years more and more people in the U.S.A. are being affected by measles. In 2014,
there were 23 measles outbreaks; the largest outbreak was in Ohio with 383 cases originating
from unvaccinated Amish communities. Also, in 2015, there were 147 cases of multi-state
measles outbreak linked to an amusement park in California. Furthermore, in 2017, there were 75
cases of the outbreak in Minnesota in a Somali-American community with poor vaccination
coverage. In addition to that, in 2018, there were 17 outbreaks in New York City, and New Jersey,
originating from unvaccinated people in Orthodox Jewish communities.
Vaccines are used against infectious diseases such as measles, and vaccines are crucial
contributions to the public health sector. Vaccines provide resilience against diseases like polio
and whooping cough, and allergies later in life. The first vaccine was developed 200 years ago
by Edward Jenner who vaccinated James Phipps in 1796 with cowpox obtained from a pustule
on the hand of the milkmaid, Sarah Nelmes (Morgan, 2007). We now call this the smallpox
vaccine.
The major goal of vaccination is the maintenance of herd immunity. Herd immunity means
that when a community or population has a high percentage of vaccinated people, the entire
community (“herd”) is protected. This “herd immunity” helps prevent contagious diseases from
spreading into the larger population. Herd immunity protects infants and young children who
have not completed their immunization. Newborn babies have antibodies that protect them
against these diseases, but the effect of these antibodies declines and newborn babies remain
unprotected, put at risk for measles if they are not old enough to get the vaccine. (Pierik, 2018).
Vaccinations are good and protect us all. The current vaccine for measles is Measles, Mumps &
Rubella Vaccine (MMR). Also, scientific research conducted by the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, the World Health Organization, and the American Academy of Pediatricians
approves childhood vaccinations, and shows that vaccines are safe (McLeod, 2014).
Anti-vaccine advocates claim that vaccinating children can lead to developmental
disorders, particularly autism. Also, anti-vaccine advocates contend that their human rights and
ability to make choices is threatened if they follow the law to get their children vaccinated. They
believe people have a choice to make their own decisions based on their values and beliefs.
Likewise, vaccine refusal advocates argue unscientific claims that vaccinations are unsafe and
unhealthy. They also claim, the US has made massive reductions in rates of deadly childhood
diseases, like smallpox, diphtheria, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and pertussis, and they do not
need to vaccinate more (McLeod, 2014).
There are several ways to educate anti-vaccine advocates through media, and community
awareness campaigns, counseling parents, and teaching the benefits for vaccine of children and
the larger community. The government should also improve vaccine accessibility and public
education to aid public health protection. Furthermore the government should provide accurate
information to parents and the anti-vaccine advocates. Lastly, the government should create
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financial incentives for vaccine promotion programs.
Parents do not have the right to not vaccine their children, because, it is a legal issue and affects
public health. Doctors should have an ethical and legal duty to vaccinate children unless their
parents can show proof of a religious exemption. Even the children of anti-vaccine parents need
to be protected from getting measles and other serious illnesses. The parents who refuse to
vaccinate their children put other children at risk too. A study published in 2009 by the Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices showed that immunization prevents approximately 42,000
deaths and 20 million cases of vaccine-covered diseases among the 2009 birth cohort. Also,
immunization saved $13.5 billion in direct costs and $68.8 billion in total societal costs (Whelan,
2016).
Scientists should build trust between parents and medical care providers in order to increase
the overall vaccination rate. The providers should explain and give parents reasons and evidence
to convince them to vaccinate their children. Scientists should conduct research and come up with
new approaches for proving vaccines’ safety. State laws mandate vaccines for children attending
public schools and daycares. In order to promote immunization, some state laws do not
completely insist on universal immunization because of exemptions such as religion, parent’s
rights, and medical exemptions (Whelan, 2016). The government should make it Federal law to
vaccinate children, because the vaccine should not be negotiable. Vaccines have been protecting
children, and a large part of the population from disease. There is no Federal immunization law,
but all 50 states require children to be vaccinated, The Federal government should develop
immunization law and policy, and enforce these laws.
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 ANGELICA FELIZ

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A HUMAN IN A COLOR
FOCUSED WORLD
Dr. Vanessa K. Valdes is the Professor at the City College of New York, and provided a
very informative presentation about the experiences of African American people in the United
States as well as other individuals who are from the African American Diasporas. It was a great
speech to be a part of because it was inclusive and spoke about the real issues that the “minority
population” experience within their own community to this day. The colorism within the same
family, the belief systems we are taught out of survival to be accommodating of another person’s
culture by shedding our own. Colorism is a means of identity and what does it mean to be yourself
in a world that tells you so much bad can happen just for having a natural born tan in your skin or
a little extra kink in your hair from those who do not look like you. People who will see you as the
oppressed just because of the characteristics you were born with, which they think doom you to a
life of pain and suffering. However, on the inside you feel liberated and free to enjoy the best
things that life has to offer.
Then there is the other side: the part of how you were brought up and the experiences of
those who have secrets from their past will come to haunt you. The experiences they had from
high school for being too light, too black, or not “enough”. Within our own community we come
realize that we have a caste system. It is no longer the slave master holding the brown paper bag
to our faces but now it is placed by the hands of those from our own community. I was grateful for
Dr. Vanessa K. Valdes speaking out about the first form of racism occurring within our own homes
as a form of initiation in order to prepare us for the “real world,” which in reality is not that bad.
Yes, bad things do happen but in the grand scheme of things do they really? And if that is the case,
what a shame it is that the first safe haven, our home, is being stripped from all people of Caribbean
descent? No child is allowed to cry at home because of the survival training we are given to suck
it up and get to work. Yet, we cannot cry or be ourselves at work because of the fear of getting
fired and losing our jobs. As brown people we are not allowed to feel and process our emotions in
a way we really yearn to. This experience is stripped from us the moment we are born and we just
say that is what life is all about, suffering in silence.
Dr. Valdes was also well organized in her presentation, providing us a list of brown
activists who each had their own way of creating excellence despite the barriers put up against
them. They all had their notions of what it means to be brown and to strive and not to settle for
simply surviving. One pattern I realized among all of the leaders is that they were focused on
education. Eugenio Maria De Hostos caught my attention because of how early he had become an
activist but not being inclusive: he initially excluded those of darker complexions in spite of the
strength exhibited by the Haitian nation. But what bridged him back to his humanity was travel
and first hand contact with those darker than him who shared the same opinions and grit as himself.
There was another scholar whose name I did not catch, but I recall he was of a darker
complexion compared to the rest of the activists and had to abide by different rules because his
skin tone during his time was a “setback.” In order to prove his worth, on top of being an excellent
scholar, he made sure to dress up in the niftiest attire because it was his way to say yes. Yes, I am
black, educated and snazzy. He was going outside of the box as a multi-dimensional human and
saying just because I am smart that does not mean I am not hip and just because I am not white,
that does not mean I do not know how to dress. Of course it was his form of protection as well,
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because before a person sees your mind they see you, the color of your skin, how you dress and
how you make it work. Before this man could open up his mind to anyone, he had to lure in white
people to respect him by dressing like them so they can see him more as an equal.
I think this was a very positive event to attend because of the multiple identities I juggle with. I
am a step-daughter to a dark skinned Hispanic man who found safety and solidarity among
African Americans and a Dominican mother who bonded with him for the same reason. They
resonated more with the struggle of black Americans and instilled this solidarity within me. I do
not feel as if I am lacking anything but sometimes I have to wonder, “am I the only person going
through this?” Today I learned that I am. Not many people around me are juggling identities
and the struggle of having to prove each identity to their different peer groups or should I say
subcultures.
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 KIMBERLY MARTINEZ

THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE STONEWALL RIOTS
In March 2019, Ty Martin brings more awareness to the public about the LGBTQI
community at Hostos Community College. Ty is a gay activist whose main goal is to make a
difference and inspire people. He talks about issues the LGBTQI community face or faced. Martin
first introduces a trailer to his documentary, “Before You Know It.” The documentary is based on
the LGBTQI life. In order to shed light on stereotypes people believe, during his speech he interacts
with the audience by answering important questions.
After watching the trailer, I learned that people have a lot of stereotypes. One of them being
that elders who dress a particular way are considered perverts. Ty then mentioned the theme of his
movie, which is why the movie is called, “Before You Know It.” He implies that most children
don’t think about the future. For instance, when Ty was younger he had no idea he may want to
get married. Being so young it never crossed his mind. He considered marriage something just for
one male and one female, only to further strengthen his belief for equality. The film was created
to inspire to aim higher, for potential future goals to those within the community.
An answer Ty responds to that stood out to me most was, “you don’t have to force people
to like you, you can still live happy.” I think it’s important people don’t forget that. So many
people still struggle today trying to make people like them. He also points out that he still witnesses
people not able to accept themselves. Ty then says it’s difficult for someone to go out and not be
able to feel connected. It's very saddening to imagine. Like people over 40 and up who still can't
be who they are. To me, it sounds terrible.
At this event for the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall riots, I became more aware about
things I didn’t think about before. As he continued to speak, I visualized a scenario of what Ty
was saying. I began to wonder just how many people suffered or still suffer. A lot of them had to
suppress their feelings. As an empathic person that I am, I felt deeply sorry. So many people just
want to love and be loved. They couldn’t be who they are because certain people hated it. Ty also
mentioned that when he was younger it was safer to be invisible. Many people had trust issues
because they feared to open up. I never realized how difficult it was for those in the community,
to live in a world where people think a person in the LGBTQI community should not be alive.
Luckily, this generation has a lot of support. I'm not part of the community but I support the
community. I’m someone majoring in Early Childhood Education. As a future teacher, I want to
teach my future students to accept one another; even if they may seem different; in hopes that in
the future they learn to be more accepting of others based on personality, not based on sexual
identity.
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 JUSTIN DIAZ

THE SATIRE OF SLASHER
One of my favorite guilty pleasures, Scary Movie, is a cheesy parody movie from 2001 using
early 2000 slasher films such as Scream (1996) and I Know What You Did Last Summer (1997) as
its primary source of material. The film starts with b-movie actress Carmen Electra playing an
overly sexual parody of Drew Barrymore's character from the beginning of Scream.
In the movie, Carmen Electra’s character - jokingly named Drew - is in the kitchen making
a huge pan of Jiffy Pop, when she answers the phone to the biggest joke of the movie: the “ghost
face killer.” After Carmen Electra is murdered in the most ridiculous way, the Wayans brothers
(who created the movie) could come up with. In the next scene the movie officially begins
introducing our main characters.
Cindy Campbell, played by Anna Faris (before cosmetic procedures changed her face), is
introduced as a goofy spazz with a drug dealer father. Cindy is sitting in her room when her
boyfriend sneaks in through her window begging for her virginity. The boyfriend is a trailer park,
white trash, high school boy that later in the film we find out is the main antagonist...kind of.
The movie is filled with silly unscrupulous characters like a ghetto two-faced hood rat, a
shallow human sex doll, a boneheaded jock with anger management issues, and a pothead and dl
football player played by two of the Wayans brothers themselves.
As the movie continues, it’s a whole bunch of in-your-face satirical humor that you would
have to see the original movies that they are parodying to really understand. For example, there is
a scene in which the pothead character, played by Marlon Wayans, references the 1999 film The
Sixth Sense by saying “I see dead people,” a popular line from the movie. The movie also makes
fun of itself. There are a couple of scenes in the movie where the characters break the fourth wall
and joke about the fact that they know the movie is goofy. An example of that is when all of the
main characters are sitting around a fountain at the high school and one of them mentions that all
of them are well into their 20s and early 30s playing high school characters. Another joke they
make alludes to the fact that they know they are in a parody universe when the main character,
Cindy Campbell, brings up Jennifer Love Hewitt - the actress who played in I Know What You Did
Last Summer, one of the original movies that they are parodying.
Towards the middle of the movie the ghost face killer starts to pluck off each character one
by one. Each of them perish in very foolish ways, like shallow Barbie getting her head cut off but
still being able to talk. The hood rat is killed at a movie theatre by ghost face and the movie goers
for being too loud. One of the main characters kills the other one, and in turn is killed by ghost
face in a slight twist.
“Scary movie” is not a very smart movie, but to the movie’s credit, it seems like the actors
know that they are making a crappy movie and it shows throughout the film. They didn’t take it
seriously. It’s full of crude and vulgar humor. Some jokes do make me laugh and other jokes are
too immature and are just annoying.
In conclusion I wouldn’t say “Scary Movie” is a good movie and everyone should see it, but
I would call it a guilty pleasure of mine. There is something about the silliness and crudity of satire
films like this one and others from that era that I happen to enjoy. This is a corny parody movie
that I like to watch.
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 JOSE SANCHEZ

EBOLA OUTBREAK FACT SHEET
According to The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Ebola virus disease
(EVD) appeared for the first time in 1976 as a cause of two straight outbreaks of hemorrhagic fever
(CDC 1, 2018). The CDC states that EVD continued to occur for many years since the 1976
outbreaks, but the most remarkable outbreak of EVD occurred from 2014 to 2016 (CDC 18, 2018).
The 2014-2016 EVD outbreak affected Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Sierra Leona, Nigeria, Senegal,
Spain, and the United States of America (Adongo 2016). Adongo highlights that the 2014-2016
EVD outbreaks caused the death of 11,299 people from 28,601 cases reported. The World Health
Organization (WHO) claims that the EVD cases have not ended due to the fact that EVD cases
continue to occur in the Democratic Republic of Congo (WHO 20, 2018).
EVD is a deadly disease which can appear in humans and in animals (CDC 18, 2018).
Since EVD appeared for the first time in 1976, outbreaks have not stopped (CDC 18,2018). EVD
is mostly contracted by people who make contact with an EVD patient or dead body (CDC 18,
2018). Adongo emphasizes that even though the 2014 outbreak was the most remarkable and
largest outbreak in the history of the disease, EVD had existed before. Even though the origin of
the virus is unknown, scientists believe that the virus came from fruit bats (Pteropodidae) (CDC
18, 2018).
Ebola virus disease forms part of the genus Ebolavirus (CDC 18, 2018). Ebolavirus is
divided into six different species: Zaire ebolavirus, Sudan virus: species Sudan ebolavirus, Ta
Forest virus: species Bundibugyo ebolavirus, Reston virus: species Reston ebolavirus, and
Bombali virus: species Bombali Ebola virus (CDC 18, 2018). Ebola is the only disease from the
genus Ebolavirus that can affect humans (CDC 18, 2018). EVD patients can present the following
symptoms: fever, severe headache, muscle pain, weakness fatigue, diarrhea, vomiting, abdominal
pain, and unexplained hemorrhages (CDC 22, 2018). EVD can be prevented in different ways:
avoid contact with anything coming from inside an EVD patient’s body, avoid contact with
anything touched by an EVD body, avoid going to the funeral of EVD affected persons, and avoid
contact with anything coming from bats (CDC 22, 2018).
Alexander (2015) states that the outbreak of EVD itself occurred in West Africa. EVD
continued to spread out reaching Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia (2015). Hsieh (2015)
highlights that these three countries had a total of 25,831 cases reported where 10,699 of them
died. The lack of control over EVD cases, inadequate public health infrastructure, and the number
of EVD patients with poor health care systems were the main reasons which led to the spread of
Ebola in these three countries (CDC 31, 2018). Adongo also emphasizes that the use of vehicles
more than once for transporting EVD patients is another reason which led to the spread of the
disease in Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia since they used the vehicles over and over without
disinfecting them (2016). EVD hit the world very hard because of the amount of people who died
during the outbreak (Vilhelmsson 2015). People blamed WHO for their poor attention put into the
cases and the weak leadership they had (Vilhelmsson 2015).
According to the WHO, EVD has not yet gone away (WHO 4, 2018). The Republic of
Congo is still dealing with EVD cases (WHO 4, 2018). A total of 162 cases has been reported by
October 2, 2018 of which 106 of them have died (WHO 4, 2018). Monitoring EVD cases has been
better lately since the amount of follow-up contacts raised from 73% to 93% by September 30
(WHO 4, 2018). The WHO points out that they are developing new isolation units to deal with
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EVD cases, new programs for Ebola patient survivors, and giving EVD more therapeutic attention
(WHO 4, 2018). Any new scientific advances about EVD has gone out, but laboratorin in hospitals
have been testing new cases of the disease (WHO 4, 2018).
EVD has been one of the worst diseases to affect the world lately. We should be careful
about it and take the necessary actions to avoid EVD. The most notable thing about EVD is that it
has mostly affected some of the poorest countries in all world where people do not have the
adequate systems to deal with a disease of that magnitude. We, the Western Nations, should be
collecting money to help those affected countries in West Africa.
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 KHALID WRIGHT

DIGEST THIS
It is argued that those who suffer from obesity are simply lazy. They are said to purposely
make decisions that are detrimental to their overall health. But if obesity was a personal problem
brought on by an individual’s personal choices, how can it be that as the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates, 93.3 million people in the United States suffer from the
same problem? Dr. Dhruv Khullar, a physician at New York-Presbyterian hospital, believes that it
is time society stops placing the blame squarely at the feet of obese individuals. He suggests that
we look at not only the individual but at the conditions that allow or even push them to become
obese. He mentions that the idea of it being a person’s own issue leads to messaging that is too
focused and filled with blame. He touches on how readily available unhealthy food options are
versus healthier ones. He even brings up the irony of being a doctor and not knowing how to advise
a patient because telling them to change does not affect the world they live and eat in. Given time
to think, I realize that I follow Dr. Khullar’s basic line of thinking in that I believe obesity is a
personal problem brought on directly by societal conditioning.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines society as “the aggregate of people living together
in a more or less ordered community.” In our current ordered community have you paid attention
to how prominently food is presented to consumers? I will start with what kind of food is presented:
sodas, sugary and/or salty snacks, high calorie bars and mostly processed stuff. The advertising of
food is constant – a conditioning that takes hold once you are finally old enough to interpret the
visual images you have been seeing since you first opened your eyes. The images are targeted,
formatted for the audience it attempts to reach. As children we are given loveable mascots for our
cereals, candy bars and chips. I believe this is directly tied to the friendly mascots like the Big
Birds and Barneys of the world that teach us ABCs. The aforementioned mascots may even have
their own junk foods to sell us. The conditioning teaches us as children that these images are good
and make us happy and thus the food with similar imagery must do the same. The conditioning
never stops. It simply adapts to its aging audience. Now our mascots are adolescents or teens who
move and talk like us, throwing cheese burgers into their mouths and having a blast doing so. Ever
notice how content the people in a soda ad are? How about the fit and well-off family of four
prepping a dinner meal that consists of a bucket of chicken, mashed potatoes and corn? But never
are we shown obese people consuming the products that make them so.
Another factor is the differences between the stores and markets from one neighborhood
to the other. Why is the “bodega” so abundant in urban areas when compared to the groceries or
delis in better-off neighborhoods? If a supermarket and a deli had a baby it would be a “bodega”
– a small overstuffed and badly organized convenience store usually owned by immigrants. These
“bodegas” often offer the very basics of what those in low income areas need on a daily basis. The
caveat though is that the offerings tend to be cheap and low in nutrition. Going into a bright, cheery
and properly staffed supermarket with fruits and vegetables on display in a huge buffet-like set up
is nothing like walking through poorly lit aisles of processed and canned foods. Again I ask why
and the answer is simple: access. Overrepresented in historically poorer neighborhoods, “bodegas”
house the gamut of cheap to sell and easy to make products that the food industry likes to promote.
If one has the money to spend on vegetables and fruit by the pound or does not notice the added
cost of words like “organic” or “free-range” then healthy eating is of no consequence to them. A
poor person on the other hand sees that organic milk costs $3.99 vs. the $1.99 for regular milk of
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the same quantity. The difference in a $0.99 can of processed corn which is high in calorie count
and fatty contents to $4.00 a pound for corn – which is probably three or four corncobs at most –
is an easy choice for many. On the corner where you will find a “bodega,” you will also probably
find two or three fast food restaurants. We do not realize how accepted this set up of food offerings
has become due to our conditioning.
Taking a deeper look at neighborhoods, “bodegas” and the like, something else becomes
clearer: who is it that is most affected by obesity?. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
numbers make it easy to say obesity is highest among minorities, which I will not dispute. However
I would rather look at a larger factor. Minorities tend to be of the poorer class of people. If we
looked at the numbers of the obese in poor white parts of the country we might see less of a
disparity. Obesity has a higher chance to affect poorer people than those well-off and there are also
many poor white people.
This template is replicated in many low-income neighborhoods across the country. Often,
the closest supermarket to a low-income neighborhood is a Mega Walmart or some underfunded,
off-brand market that may only provide one or two options of over ripened fruit and unsavory
looking vegetables. Even in my own neighborhood, if I want to purchase meat, my wife and I must
trek twenty minutes down a hill to the larger mart that sells meat that will not spoil on the walk
back home. Admittedly, that is not much. But to someone living in a more rural area, a twentyminute trek could be a forty minute drive. Other areas must rely on gas station convenience stores
like the Seven-Elevens of the world as their means of food purchasing. These stores might sell one
variety of apples but will provide every version of potato chip and finger snack you can imagine.
These stores also have huge sales on soda – five liters for $5.00 – which for some means not having
to make this trip again for a week or so, saving both time and money. Why is there never a sale on
organic orange juice in this quantity?
Culture plays a part in this as well. If you spent much of your childhood watching your
parents scrape together a meal with whatever pennies they could find, you inevitably learn to do
the same. The meals you put on your family’s dinner table will mimic the ones placed in front of
you as a child. This chain continues until a generation is able to break free of the constraints
imposed by living paycheck to paycheck.
If we go beyond financial means, lack of education also has a hand in unhealthy eating. I
do not speak of conventional education either. I am talking the kind of knowledge passed down
between grandparents to parents to children and so forth. Part of that knowledge is a very strong
sense of good vs. bad food. Older people tend to be more repulsed by processed food. They tend
to come from a culture where food was definitely cooked, and probably even grown in their own
yards. Meals were not empty calories meant to get you from one task to the next but hearty plates
that filled your stomach. I have many memories of my grandmother looking at my plate and
complaining about the cans where the food came from. She did not even consider it real food. That
is not to say that my mother was not taught to cook. She simply did not have the time most evenings
because of how much she had to work to keep us afloat. Culture now has been indoctrinated with
processed food and coupled with technology, and so ordering a cheap meal is often too easy. Pair
this ease against the preparation needed to make healthy food and you can see why other options
are often cast aside.
How do we counteract the conditioning of the current generation? How do we change the
perceptions of junk food from a necessary evil to just evil? Can that be done? Would our food
industry even allow it? Looking back on pricing, if our industry took the same steps they take to
make junk food as accessible from both a financial and non-financial aspect, that would help.
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Rather than attack the “bodega,” perhaps we can tackle the cheap food it is given to stock. Rather
than begin a campaign about how bad junk food is, perhaps we can simply start to promote
healthier options with the same frequency as a “Happy Meal”. We could even start by no longer
referring to anything produced by McDonald’s as “happy”. We could, as Dr. Khullar suggests,
take our attention away from the easy to blame individuals and focus on the harder to change
systems that allow for obesity to thrive the way it does. Wagging a finger at obese people and
shaming them while waiting for their situation to change allows some to feel like something is
being done while waiting for those affected to get out of their predicament. By no means am I
removing blame from those suffering from obesity. I would even suggest that their
overrepresentation as consumers of the “Happy Meal” can be viewed as culpability. But let us not
forget their conditioning which started long before concepts of bad or good food were established.
As children, the obese were simply eating to sate hunger. We are not surprised by animals that
grow up in the wild and then maul a person. We actively state that they are wild animals. So why
then are we upset at obese individuals who are mostly forced to live in “food deserts”?
Obesity is a personal problem in that it affects individuals. But it becomes society’s
problem when 93.3 million people are affected by it. It is society’s problem when the industries in
that society promote a happy lifestyle by using items that are proven to be detrimental to the health
of the consumer. It is society’s problem when the only viable way they seek change is to look at
the already suffering and tell them to go against a lifetime of programming and habit. When society
can see how it has helped to create the problem, perhaps it can then take the steps to fix the
problem.
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 HARRIET LAMBERT

MY NEIGHBORHOOD
My heart raced as I ran down the stairs to get across the street with my frantic mother. We
stood across the street and watched our beautiful white home on Concord Avenue become
consumed with the bright red-orange flames and the black cloud of smoke. We were wearing close
to nothing in the blistering winter cold of December due to the fire catching us by surprise while
we were home. Out next door neighbor brought us coats and wrapped us with warm blankets. All
I could think about as I consoled my mother, was that five minutes prior, she and I were in the
kitchen cooking and dancing before the electrical fire occurred in her bedroom. I also start to
remember the first day we moved to the house and how so many things have changed since then.
It was the night of the big move. My mother and I were so excited to finally move into our
new home on Concord Ave. I recall it being a hot summer night the day that we moved in. The
truck slowly pulled up to the house and when I got out, I stood in the quiet street and looked around
the neighborhood. It was quiet, dark, secluded, with only factories around and there were only
about six homes on the block. I became accustomed to the area and it truly felt like my
neighborhood and my home. On my way to work or school I would always run into the same
people and it seemed as if everyone had their own routine. As I would walk down the street, there
was one house in particular that seemed to be rodent-infested and you knew who was from our
block because we would all cross the street as we got close to this home, to get away from the rats
playing tag in the front yard. On my way home I would always walk past a Junior High School
and to my luck I would always be passing by right during their dismissal. Everyone could hear
these kids yelling, screaming, playing and cursing from a mile away. I would then always bump
into my nosey neighbor Reesy. She was an older woman who had lived in the neighborhood for
over 40 years. Reesy was a little sweet old lady who always made sure to stay in everyone's
business but her own. She even had a pillow on her window sill so that she could look out the
window comfortably. Occasionally we could also see raccoons from the park right around the
corner. Although my neighborhood was extremely quiet, the nearby neighborhoods were not and
those neighborhoods would sometimes bring their own drama to Concord Avenue.
I built many friendships and memories on Concord Avenue. However, one of the most
outrageous memories that I have is getting dropped off by a friend and getting caught in the
crossfire of a shootout between about 20 teens. We ducked down in the car and screamed. It looked
like the wild wild west out there. There is a melting pot in the area, but it seems to be mostly
Hispanics there, both old and young. My quiet little block consisted of senior citizens, the retired
and a few city workers; however, the areas surrounding my neighborhood are full of drug addicts,
“working girls,” and drug dealers, among other people who are struggling with their 9-5 jobs. I
can basically describe my neighborhood as its own little island in the Mott Haven neighborhood.
The thing that moved me out of Concord Avenue is not necessarily the reason why many
others are also moving out. Unfortunately, gentrification is now rapidly taking over the area. What
I once saw as my neighborhood is now becoming a tourist attraction and a joke. Developers are
now coming to show properties and buying up any piece of land that they can find. Caucasian
people are starting to move in, when in reality 10 years ago, the Bronx was completely looked
down upon. I knew Concord Avenue for what it was, a secluded, quiet street. It is now full of
people who walk around the area. Some seemed to be confused and some entertained by the
already-embedded culture. Something that many of them will never understand or get. There was
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a new building on the corner and the rent for a studio there is close to $3,000. Concord Avenue is
no longer the same as how I remember it.
Although the red orange fire swallowed my home whole, I still hear and feel my memories
from Concord Avenue. I still hear my older nosey neighbor from the window asking if I heard
anything in regards to the others neighbors’ lives, I smell the oil from the auto shop and I see the
raccoons roaming around from time to time. I now see gentrification expanding beyond Concord
Avenue and it no longer looks the way I remember it. My home was engulfed in flames but my
memories built on Concord Avenue were not. They will continue to live on.
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 KHAVE FAISON

NOT YOUR TYPICAL INMIGRANT STORY
Chapter One
“I should stay with my children” she said, “it’s safer this way” she reasoned with her
conscience.
“It will be temporary. Mom will come shortly” the woman told her children with tears in
her eyes as she kissed her son and daughter each on the forehead and as tear drops began to form
and line their eyelids. Sending them away would be the hardest thing she had to do in her life, but
she had to show them she had it all under control.
“Look after each other and I’ll be with you in our new home sooner than you know it.
Wouldn’t you like that?” Cautiously, the son and daughter shook their heads, but they remain
unconvinced. To put the icing on the cake she assured them, “As soon as I have your brother and
sister, we will all be together, and something tells me there might be a 4-legged pet waiting for us
to adopt her”. With that her children wiped the tears that streamed their cheeks and beamed until
their cheeks were sore. “We can do this” her oldest said and the youngest nodded in agreement.
Filled with excitement, her son and daughter ran down the aisle to board the transportation
responsible for changing their future. Clutching their tickets, they glanced back over their
shoulders for a final goodbye. Instead of waving, they ran and embraced their mother in a tight
hug causing an even stronger emotional longing to leave with them regardless of the risk. Before
she could reconsider for the 1,000th time their hugs were interrupted by the last call for all
passengers to board the plane.
Once home, she couldn’t help the recurring thought that kept playing in her head that she
had forgotten something. It wasn’t until she was cleaning that she realized she had forgotten to
sneak the extra phone into their suitcase as it began to chime across from her on the living room
counter. A bit overprotective especially since she gave them one to contact her on but, it was
supposed to be to keep tabs on their location you know, just in case. With a sigh, she turned on the
news. The time read 7:15. The plane should have landed by now she thought to herself and as she
checked her phone, she noticed there were 0 missed calls. Without thinking she got dressed and
grabbed her keys before she even knew what she was doing. She had this uneasy feeling in her
stomach that she knew all too well from her previous pregnancies but waved them off as her nerves.
Before she could even muster up a plan let alone a destination, she was already on the highway
headed towards the border. Just in time, at the turnpike she ducked off the side of the rode before
having to pass the tolls. As the car came to a slow stop, she realized that she forgot to fill up the
tank on her way back from the airport and her gas tank was empty. With nowhere to turn and her
options limited to either the border or the expressway she decided to get out of the car to take a
walk and clear her mind. With the cool breeze and the darkening sky she couldn’t make out any
other sounds except for the whooshing of the cars going by, the small stop at the toll in which
drivers presented their e-z pass, and then the acceleration of the gas as the gate lifted and the car
passes through.
Outside of the car she felt herself moving towards the gate without a second’s hesitation.
However, when her water began to break, she realized those pains would only continue until after
she gave birth. With that she came upon the following idea: the closest hospital was across the
border so there seems to be a good chance I can give birth to my baby there. That way he or she
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will be both technically AND legally a citizen. With that she warmed up her car with what little
gas she had left so she could take a little nap in preparation for the contractions that would soon
start to kick in.
Halfway through and 6 hours later she was awakened simultaneously by the cool air, the
knocking on her car window, and the bright light illuminating through her window. “Ma’am I need
you to step out of the vehicle”. Dazed from the fact that it wasn’t all a dream, she used this moment
of haze to stumble out of the car hoping she could take advantage of the woman officer eyeing her
protruding belly. “I’ve run out of gas and my water just broke, I need to go to a hospital” she said
wobbling her knees in a dramatic effect while clutching her back. The officer began leading her to
the cruiser when she began to second guess and call for backup on her walkie talkie to get a second
opinion. “Just wait right here” the officer instructed. When the woman noticed a male officer step
out of the second police car that arrived, the hope that had constructed within her began to pour
out as she realized that she was relying on pity and sympathy from someone who could only
understand from a woman’s perspective. Once he arrived at the cruiser she occupied, something
told her there would be a change in plans or she would have to come up with another story, and
fast. What was she doing on this side of the road, suddenly without gas, and by chance just 50 ft
away from the border? If she was in any position of authority, she would have been suspicious too.
Just as she was about to run through her story again in her mind in the hopes that it would stick,
she was interrupted by the commanding male’s voice depriving her from concocting a lie.
“How did you get to this side of the road at this time of night” he asked in which her
contractions that began to progress literally kicked the breath out of her and with it her response.
With that he looked towards the other officer and motioned for her to signal an ambulance.
“Today’s your lucky day because there’s an ambulance headed this way so we can take you to the
local hospital where you can answer to the head officer there. I’m not saying you did anything
wrong but there is a chance he won’t be so nice having to be called in to the hospital for a possible
immigrant attempting to cross the border”. With that her blood ran cold but what stopped her in
her tracks was what happened next.
Chapter Two: Waking Up
When she awoke, the last thing she could remember was dropping her kids off at the airport.
Her plan had been working up until she decided to get in the car but what had happened after that
she couldn't quite yet remember yet. Her eyes were in a daze and she couldn't make out her
surroundings let alone muster enough strength to move. Instead, she decided to try to piece together
what happened last before waking here - wherever here was. She was just about to open her eyes
to see what the constant chime was playing in the background but instead, she was stopped by the
whispering of “she does not belong here” right before falling unconscious.
When she resurfaced from her slumber, the last words she heard began to echo and instantly
her breathing hiked and almost simultaneously, another constant chime began to beep much louder
this time than the last. This time she decided to open her eyes and looking around she noticed the
wrist band, gown, and IV signaling she was in a hospital. It wasn’t until she was taking in more of
her surroundings that she noticed the TV mounted on the ceiling. Watching an announcement
display on the screen, all of the tension from the words she heard before falling asleep faded away.
The thing was, she wasn't just in any hospital. It was THE hospital. The one located across the
border.
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It was almost too good to be true but she couldn't help the smile that broke her tension and
beamed across her face. ‘We did it baby” she said and instinctively reached for her stomach.
Instead of her baby bump, she felt panic begin to pour out of her. Instantly she knew a part of her
was missing. In shock, she looked up and finally noticed the nurse flanked by 2 officers who had
come to check on the monitor that signaled her with its blaring. Caught in between pain,
discomfort, and confusion as well as the timid smile worn by the nurse, she finally noticed the
officers in the doorway of her room.
When her adrenaline finally kicked in she got up or at least tried to sit up when the taller
officer of the two said, “we’re sorry to inform you, but you’re going to have to come with us” and
looking down she finally noticed the handcuffs tying her feet to her bed. “Where is my baby” she
shrieked at last. The shorter officer finally spoke and said “business first, then maybe we can find
time for you to meet them.”
Them? Who’s them? What does he mean by them? I asked for my baby. Before she could
voice her questions for clarification, and clear up the confusion, the medicine from the IV once
again knocked her out.
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 KEILA MEDRANO

MY IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE
In this essay I will be discussing my many experiences as an immigrant such as my
hardships growing up in my native country, the challenges I faced arriving to a new country and I
how I adapted myself to this new life. Also, I will talk about how my life has changed during the
process of learning a language that was foreign to me, myself in a new place and the course it took
for me to come to a new country where I didn’t know the language. And my thoughts of living in
this country for the past 10 years.
As a former immigrant, I have faced a lot of difficulties in my native country, one of them being
left behind at the age of one and a half. As a child it’s very difficult without a mother by your side
that will guide you and support you in everything you do. At that age I didn’t know what to expect,
how life was going to be and how I was going to end up being a spiteful girl. Nowadays, I realize
how hard life can be without your birth mother by your side, feeling her love. As I was growing
up I felt lost not being able to live with my mother and not being able to go out to do fun activities.
Most of the time I was the one who would stay home just because my mom was not there
and the person taking care of me was not going to risk anything happening to me. My mom was
just trying to give me a better future and in order for her to bring me here to the U.S., she had to
go first. I grew up with five cousins who I’ve grown to consider my siblings but as all siblings are
we didn’t always get along. I was always seen as the bad one who would like to fight with others.
A lot of the time I would be jealous my aunt, who was taking care of me, and who I considered as
my mother.
My experience coming to the United States was difficult. I had to adapt to a new country with a
distinct language that I didn’t know. So that was an challenge for me since I came in with
absolutely no knowledge whatsoever. As I was coming into this new environment, I noticed many
differences between the Dominican Republic and the United States. Everything changed; there
were different places I’d never set my eyes on. In addition, as I was entering the U.S airport it was
not what I was expecting.
I thought the U.S. would be more amazing - as people painted it. People would often say
that New York is the most beautiful place they have ever seen and I also thought that once I got
out of the airport I was going to be amazed by the beauty of the country but honestly I didn’t see
any differences at first. Since I got here at night all I saw was cars driving like crazy and honking.
The people I saw when I got here was my cousins. At that moment I was not able to
communicate with them because of the language difference. As days passed, I started to
communicate with one of my siblings who was here before me - my eldest sister. As she was the
oldest, she was in charge of taking me to the most interesting and fun places around New York.
She took me to Six Flags, the Museum of Natural History and to Radio City Music Hall. These
were amazing experiences and since then I got to learn a lot about the culture.
As an immigrant, going into school was difficult for me since I was starting fresh in a
whole new environment. I found English so difficult. English pronunciation continues to be quite
a challenge for me and I still need help pronouncing some words correctly. The process for me to
learn the language was a hard and long journey since in middle school I didn’t have an English
teacher in my 8th grade course. I had to learn on my own by listening to my cousins around me
and I picked up some words when people in the streets would have loud conversations. As time
has passed since I first came to the United States, I wanted to get my citizenship and become a
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citizen of the United State. In order to get my citizenship I had to go through a long process which
began with sending an application with your picture, waiting to be notified if I was applicable,
getting my finger prints, going to a one-on-one interview and then if I passed my citizenship I was
going to take the citizenship oath.
In conclusion, as time went by living in New York has become much easier for me since I
have fully adopted my new life. I have had wonderful experiences, made amazing new friends, I
have a job I enjoy working at and though still difficult at times I have become much more fluent
in English. I hope to do well in school and I’ve been promoted at my job within a year. Therefore,
one of my biggest dreams in life is to become someone important in the business world and to be
able to write a book.
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 GOLVIS TAVAREZ SANTOS

NOT A POEM ABOUT TIME
If I wrote a poem about time
I would say something like
How much I want to write about time, and
How time is measured in pounds and meters,
Not in seconds. And I would ponder
For hours and hours
How to write a poem about time
Measuring the density of its length
Which does not convert into minutes.
And
I thought how I see the colors in seconds
But I do not see time changing its forms of expression
Its movement towards the left.
However, the foes are right.
That would make us think that time
Has a character,
That its smell differs from everything else
That sounds fishy.
So the measurement of time would not make sense
If it is measured in hours.
Therefore, TIME is measured with cube meters.
Then I saw that inside the cubed root
There was a sound that made me wonder for hours
Without any conclusion.
But time showed me how to look behind the clocks
Inside the cubed root.
And
I saw the most beautiful machinery
that measures time with its cold parts
all moving alongside its sounds, and
IT CLOCKS, CLOCKS and CLOCKS,
“What’s behind the machinery moving time?”
IS IT that speed alters the momentum or ego
of those who think they cannot die?
At times I feel hours are passing through me
And I black out, seeing nothing
But colorless bland TIME.
Is it that time looks too dressed up
As the light in my eyeless face
That only sees black?
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But it imagines The DREAMS of TIME.
Where does time go when all the voices
Of the dead show their bodiless corpses
Inside the cleanest graves that carry dry water
Instead of dirty dark soil.
I have wondered if those who died for love
Are never meant to come back to see
What darkness is left behind.
I have not dreamt about the time
I did not reckon the time
My dreams dreamt about the timeless times
My voice heard how my love tasted.
The words played by the hours
Are dreaming into my dreams
Inside of the timeless times.
I did not evoke
TIME hunting us down to the ground.
Time does not care about you,
Nor all your unfinished business.
Please Goddess TIME.
RESET the CLOCK.
Why is Time Writing a Poem About
The times I wanted to but
I Didn’t Show Enough Interest?
Are we doomed to never get back the time
Who left whose love was guilty of not living its best life?
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 TRACIE GONZALEZ

LITTLE PEOPLE
It has been so long for you to come
How many times have I prayed for the one
Little girl with a smile, my love will grow
Surprise for me, her name I do not know
The first, a boy, in the cold, winter son
Face of pain, talk to him and I am done
In spring the next one comes out for a show
Mothers’ day gift, in her honor, they grow
I live forever in what we have done
He and I eternal, time can’t outrun
Bright beautiful son, though we are below
Two is now four, not knowing it was so
Never missing that silence in my mind
He let me leave that silence far behind
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 KIARA MICHELLE ACEVEDO

ANGEL
Little one.
Small beating heart.
Unexpected surprise.
Nauseous.
No food staying down.
Endless crying.
Strong attachment.
Eight weeks along.
Very low and painful.
Could not make it.
Angel.
Little one.
Unexpected surprise.
You are in the sky.
Miss you little angel.
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 KIARA MICHELLE ACEVEDO

MY MOM
My mom was strict.
Cool, but strict.
She was always there.
She always showed that she cares.
My mom went through a lot.
Lost her best friend at 16.
Dropped out of high school.
Lost her dad at 7 or 8.
My mom understood some of my pain.
She understood when I lost my dad.
She understood when I lost a friend.
She understood my sadness.
My mom kept pushing me though.
She pushed me to finish high school.
She pushed me to start college.
She pushed me to get a job.
There’s something she won’t get though:
My pain NOW.
My sadness NOW.
Me losing her.
I miss her every day.
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 TRACIE GONZALEZ

LITTLE PEOPLE
It has been so long for you to come.
How many times have I prayed for the one
Little girl with a smile,
My love will grow.
A surprise for me, her name I do not know.
The first, a boy, in the cold winter son
Face of pain, talk to him and I am done.
In spring the next one comes out for a show
Mothers’ day gift, in her honor, they grow.
I live forever in what we have done
He and I eternal, time can’t outrun.
Bright beautiful, son, though we are below
Two is now four, not knowing it was so.
Never missing that silence in my mind
He let me leave that silence far behind.
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 SOMAYA NASHER

A SONNET: SAD AND STEADFAST
Oppression begins when I realize I lost my dear.
Birds flew away when my greatest wishes disappear.
I lost my soul crumbs when you were not near.
Moments passed when you were not here.
Every time I missed you, my cloud is loaded with tears
As a winner wears a smile, and audience stares.
As a loser, hide a feeling, but it appears.
My sky weeps when I surrender to those who don’t care.
Curses in mouths that hurt people anywhere.
Curses on life that I gave her, a smile in return, it gives me fear.
Curses on life that comes with enemies and goes with peers.
Until the sunset I will move on this earth as a deer.
With all my weakness I’ll face dangers, I'll not scare.
With all my sadness I will conquer life, I swear.
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 YAMILLET PEGUERO

THE LIGHT OF LOVE
Your light is hidden from your eyes,
From the night of darkness,
No promises that tomorrow will be light in your eyes.
Better keep silence,
A truth that breaks a soul the light of the eyes is hidden
From your memories and love.
Go away quick!
So that your memories do not wakeup from their sleep.
Go away without looking back so that your present
Does not bring back to life those feelings.
The feelings from your kisses.
No more light is in the eyes of love. At least not for a while.
It’s time to keep the love hidden.
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